Mobile Apps Development
Do you need a custom, native iOS, Android or Windows app? Prefer a crossplatform responsive web app? Require a secure backend? If you want it, we
can build it. Where others struggle, we thrive.
Get a world class mobile application development service include android, ios
apps that works with you and ensures that your idea is implemented and
turned into a fluid and beautiful mobile solution.

Smart Phone Users Statistics

ANDROID DEVELOPMENT
Android apps live in a highly fragmented multi-device world. The API rules are less strict, but quality
assurance testing is more intensive. We handle it. We’ve developed hundreds of cool Android apps
on releases from 2.X to 5.X. From Gingerbread to Lollipop, simple phones to custom devices to
Android wearables — we’ve done it all.

IOS DEVELOPMENT
From iPhone to iPad to Apple Watch - we've built a boatload of iOS apps. A
very large, powerful boat. Several hundred iPhone and iPad apps later, we’ve
achieved success in almost every category for just about every industry. We’re
also experienced in Swift, and have the best team of C and Objective-C coders.

RESPONSIVE WEB
If your website/web app's not responsive, you're doing it wrong. We create a
dynamic viewing experience for easy reading and navigation. We’ve been
making our websites and web apps responsive and adaptive for years now.
That’s part of our mobile-first, design-first mantra. We build fast-loading,
highly optimized experiences that will work across a wide range of devices.

Wider Reach
Undoubtedly, the more platforms (OS) are covered, these will be accessible for
more people. Therefore, we not only offer mobile app development services
for different platforms, but we also cover cross-platform needs of our clients.

Custom Apps
There are clients, who want to get custom mobile apps to strengthen their
business. Our mobile app developers are truly efficient in this task as they
comprehend your custom requirements and develop apps exactly the same.

How we serve our clients with the best mobile application development!

●

We are not confined to developing a single type of application as we create mobile
apps for multiple mobile operating systems. Our professional are proficient enough
to offer apps for business, entertainment, lifestyle, and much more.

●

Our aim is to deliver the Smartphone apps to our clients that can actually bring high
efficiency for their business and generate brand awareness of their services &
products.

●

Either you aspire for hybrid or native mobile apps, we equip your business with the
most user-friendly applications.
Looking for an experienced app development team!!

Our core projects:
E news nizamabad and K6 nizamabad
( This apps are live on Android playstore).

Pricing depends upon your requirement
Visit our website for more information http://www.sruta.net | Contact us: 919182023273

